EDGE PROFILES, SINKS, FAUCETS & BACKSPLASH

Finishing the look

Tips For Selecting Countertop Edges, Sinks, Faucets and Backsplash.
Once you have decided on your countertop color and cabinet styles, it’s
time to finish the look and truly make it your kitchen.

NEW QUAY™
Cambria® Waterstone Collection

SELECT YOUR EDGE

The first step is selecting your edge design. The three factors to consider when choosing the
perfect edge are design style, function and safety.

BASIN

3 CM

RIMROCK

MITER

(CUSTOM SIZES)

Classic and traditional, this edge adds an
elegant touch to any design.

BOULDER

3 CM

This stylish edge provides elegance to
any traditional space. Both stylish and
sophisticated.

PIEDMONT

3 CM

3 AND 6 CM

Its rounded edges are easy to clean and
safe making this a great choice in houses
with small kids.

MORAINE

CORNICE

6 CM

A full and curvaceous feature for rustic to
traditional kitchens, this edge provides life
and style to a room.

This classic edge has the rounded top of a
bullnose, but a sharper edge on the bottom
and works with any style.

VOLCANIC

This two piece edge brings a sleek modern
look to a heavy/thick looking piece of stone.

SEACLIFF

3 AND 6 CM

The cleanest and simplest of edges, it is used
most often in contemporary kitchens.

ALPINE

3 CM

This clean, simple edge is an alternative to
“Seacliff”. Providing a more traffic friendly
option that still provides that “90 degree”
look.

3 AND 6 CM

A natural, rustic appearance, this hand
finished “Broken” edge provides a raw look.

CRESCENT

3 CM

With a shallow radius edge this style
provides flare to any clean and simple
kitchen design.

SUMMIT

BASIN

3 AND 6 CM

With a hint of a round edge, this simple
design is a child friendly selection for any
room that needs a linear form to complete
a design.

TREELINE

3 CM

CORNICE

This classic angled shaped edge, also
known as a bevel is popular in transitional
kitchens.

BOULDER

*Some limitations apply, prices may vary. These profiles are not to scale. Please see actual sample upon final selection.

